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COMPLIANCE

The following whitepaper is intended to be a technical overview. It is not intended to be
comprehensive nor to be the final design. Noncritical aspects are not covered. This
paper consists of information given for discussion purposes only and does not
represent investment advice of any kind. Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell
shares or securities, nor does it constitute a solicitation to buy such shares or securities.
None of the information found within is intended to influence any investment decision
nor should it be the basis of an investment decision of any kind. Investment advice for
an investment in any security, cryptocurrency, token, or any tax or legal advice should
only be given by an investment advisor, and Catboy is not an investment advisor. Catboy
encourages readers to seek appropriate and independent professional advice to inform
themselves of the legal requirements and tax consequences of any investments they
make, both within Catboy and within the blockchain industry as a whole. Investments
should only be done with the help of an independent financial advisor within the context
of the countries of their citizenship or residence, and their place of business with
respect to the acquisition, holding, or trade-in of Catboy or any other tokens. Please
note that this Whitepaper does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an
offer to buy, for any person for whom it may be unlawful to participate in a token sale.
Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not participate. Consult with your
own lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you to participate in this
token sale.
This Whitepaper should in no way be construed as being intended to create a contract
for investment. This White Paper (version 1.0) may be revised, with the newest edition
always appearing on our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what
has changed and the justification for the change. Updated versions of the whitepaper
(as indicated by consecutive edition numbers) may contain information that may
override, clarify, or contradict previous editions, in which case the latest version should
be considered the most accurate and up to date. Because of this, versions that are
found outside of the Catboy website may contain out-of-date or inaccurate information.
The most up-to-date version of the white paper can be located online at
catboytoken.com
The attached whitepaper is meant to describe Catboy’s current anticipated plans for
developing its business and Non-Fungible Tokens. Nothing in this document should be
treated or read as a guarantee or promise of how Catboy’s business will develop or of
the utility or value of Catboy; the document outlines our current plans, which could
change at our discretion, and the success of which will depend on many factors outside
our control, including market-based factors and factors within the cryptocurrency
industries, among others. Any statements about future events are based solely on our
analysis of the issues described in this document, and our analysis may prove to be
incorrect. Purchasing Catboy is subject to many potential risks, some of which are
described in this paper, and some of which are provided on cardingo.com. These
documents, along with additional information about our business and Catboy, are
available on our website at catboytoken.com. Purchasers of Catboy could lose all or
some of the value of the funds used to purchase Catboy.

ABSTRACT

Catboy is a community-led NFT project, founded and built by comic,
manga, anime, and pet lovers. This token is a symbol of the spirit,
cohesion, and sharing of memes, manga, and comic-loving communities
around the world. Besides building a strong community, Catboy cares
about the real value that the project brings. Bringing Catboy merchandise, a Catboy NFT marketplace, and building a worldwide network of
users to donate to feral cats and support struggling cat owners. Catboy
NFT’s will have three different variations that allow exclusive access to
merchandise by holding these NFT’s.

PREFACE

Developed in 2014, NFT’s are getting their time in the spotlight due to
the popularity of buying and selling digital artwork. NFT’s or NonFungible Tokens are digital assets that represent real-world objects,
encoded onto a blockchain. These objects can represent items like art,
videos, in-game items, or music. These tokens are generally from a
limited run and are one of a kind. Each NFT is encoded with metadata
that has unique identifiers about the project. With NFT’s being of limited
runs, this creates a ‘digital scarcity’ for the product and the permanence
of the blockchain shows the ownership of each NFT.
The future of NFTs is full of exciting potential. With the ability to show
digital ownership of various items, this potential is often misunderstood.
In-game items like skins in your favorite game to real estate can be
digitized as an NFT. Doing so allows the holder of the digital asset to
show proof of ownership and can be bought and sold at their leisure.
These digital assets are poised to be the next level of microtransactions
seen in current games, allowing the use of smart contracts to add
royalties for the artists and their hard work. This ensures a constant
stream in revenue for the artists that decide to take advantage of these
contracts. NFT’s can also allow for the exclusivity of certain items or
access to different events just by holding the tokens. With the verifiable
nature of the blockchain, showing up and proving ownership to enter a
holder’s next concert has never been easier.
NFT’s and meme tokens have been one of the defining factors in the
crypto-currency space. Coins like Doge and Shiba Inu gain cult-like
followings and allow retail investors to dip their toes into the crypto
market. By bringing new people into the crypto market who previously
had no interest in the space, NFT’s have managed to bring in $22 billion
by the end of 2021. With NFT’s such as Bored Ape Yacht Club on the
Ethereum network selling for millions of dollars and artists like Beeple
having their work being sold at Christie’s for a whopping $69 million
These NFTs and meme currencies are available on Ethereum, Binance,
and other blockchains due to the evolution of smart contracts. Smart
contracts are digital contracts stored on a blockchain, which are then
automatically executed when predetermined conditions are met. This
allows for a simplified trade between anonymous parties without the
need for a middleman. The NFT market and marketplaces use these
smart contracts to allow for easy buying, selling, and minting of NFT’s to
their investors.

THE STORY
Dedicated to CatGirl

While out for a walk after school, it found one boy deep in thought.
The boy was average, not possessing any skills or talents though,
his greatest strength came in the form of emotion. He was a deeply
caring boy, looking to comfort others rather than himself. Near the
end of his walk, his mind was overtaken by the sound of a creature
in need, and he searched wildly for the source. He came upon a
pond, where in the middle of it he saw a gorgeous brown cat,
desperately trying to get free. Without hesitation he dove into the
water, intent on saving the helpless animal.
In his quick reaction, he failed to remember a vital piece of
information, he couldn’t swim. Suddenly cold and darkness
overtook him as he quickly sunk below the surface, losing sight of
the cat. With all the strength he possessed, the boy reached out
and felt the warm body of the creature, pushing him to the
shallower waters, all the while sinking lower and lower. Helpless,
the boy thought all was lost and succumbed to the fate he believed
he was given. His despair was suddenly shattered by a voice as
sweet as honey, it was the cat speaking to him.
His name was Havana, and he was touched by the boy’s actions.
Havana did not believe it was right for the boy to die and wanted
to share a life of his own for him. In doing so, Havana unknowingly
released 2 lives, one going to the boy he desperately wanted to save
and the other finding its way to an unsuspecting girl, hoping for a
change. The two would share a bond that neither knew about until
the time came when they would find each other.

WHAT IS

CATBOY

Catboy is a community-driven NFT
and Token project, created for and by
anime and manga lovers. Holders of this
NFT gain access to exclusive
merchandise, tokens, and other Catboy
NFT drops. The first edition of the
Catboy NFT will be the Founder Edition.
Following the Founder edition drop,
holders will be able to gain exclusive
access to the Season One drop and the
future Chibi drop. With Catboy’s
upcoming marketplace and token
staking platform, there is no better time
to be part of the Catboy family!

CATBOY
FOUNDER’S EDITION

Trading Cards

The beginning of Catboy starts with the Catboy
Founder’s Edition Trading Cards. These NFT’s
can are only available in Catboy Mystery Boxes,
purchased with Catboy Tokens. Each Mystery Box is
a surprise box that when opened reveals the
minted Card. There are 18 different Catboy
character cards, with varying degrees of rarity. With
each mint of the Mystery Box, Catboy’s smart
contract creates a lottery that either burns the
tokens used to buy the NFT or collects them into a
pool to be used for staking rewards, giveaways, or
future spending. These Founder Edition NFT’s are
eligible to be staked and will receive varying APRs
based on their rarity levels and can be bought and
sold on Catboy’s NFT marketplace.
Each of these 18 different characters in the Catboy
universe has an exciting and unique background
along with differing rarities based on the border of
the card
Rarity Rates
50% Common (1 Star)
40% Uncommon (2 Star)
8.9% Rare (3 Star)
1% Epic (4 Star)
0.1% Legendary (5 Star)

Jun

Jun is a celebrity chef, restauranteur, and star
of the hit TV series, "The Next Head Chef".
Short with straight black hair, confident golden
eyes, and a flamboyant, energetic demeanor,
when he is not on set, filming his TV show, he
is socializing with high society types who
frequent his restaurant. He often spends wild
nights partying in dens of inequity with Alisters and rich socialites.

Trading Cards

CHARACTERS

Coming from a wealthy banking family, his
choice of career and lifestyle has been a major
disappointment to his father, who sees him as
nothing but a silly little servant boy playing
games.

Mitsuru

An international con-man and serial womanizer,
Mitsuru, is a tall and athletically built ladies' man.
His stylish blonde hair, symmetrical features, and
bright yellow eyes are impossible to not be taken
in by. He uses multiple fake identities, posing as
wealthy businessmen, traveling the globe seeking
naive and desperate rich women. Upon meeting
them, he romances, charms, and manipulates
them to invest large sums of money into
phantom companies set up by his criminal
accountant cousin and accomplice, Harue. By the
age of 17, he had successfully embezzled three
and a half million Yen from his mother’s wealthy
socialite friend. Blackmailing her into silence by
threatening to reveal their affair to her friends
and husband.

Ryota

Ryota is a college student and full-time caretaker
of his troublesome younger sister, Akemi. He is a
tall confident young man with silky blue hair, a
charming smile, ambitious, and creative in his
demeanor. Between studying, spending time with
his girlfriend, and trying to wrangle Akemi out of
trouble, he dreams of working as a bio-engineer
for his uncle's government-subsidized synthetic
biotech company, Zintac Bio Solutions. For as
long as he can remember, he has been the only
stable figure in Akemi's life. Coming from a
household with an alcoholic father and a
mentally unstable mother, he would often have
to steal food for his sister and him to eat.

Jojo

Jojo is a skillful thief and aspiring magician. He is
short and skinny with mischievous icy blue eyes,
scruffy blue and green hair with an outspoken,
cocky, and entertaining personality. Spending
most of his time practicing his magic tricks on
unsuspecting strangers while robbing them
blind and then sharing his loot amongst his
unconventional family. Escaping from his
parents at the age of 9, he spent years living on
the streets in a gang of discarded and
homeless misfits like himself. Longing to find his
older sister who had been adopted by a
wealthy family in America, he squirrels away
some of his takings into a secret travel fund to
one day voyage across the ocean to reconnect
with his dearly missed sister, Ena.

Touma

Touma is an aspiring rock musician and sales
rep for a mechanical engineering company. Of
average build and height, his untamed purple
hair, convincing pink eyes, and a big, deliberate,
and confident smile help him shamelessly sell
sub-standard aircraft parts to cheap investors.
When he isn’t found there he can be found
drinking, womanizing, and rocking out with his
band. As great as he feels his life is going, he
has recently been worried and began taking
kickboxing lessons out of concern that some
very upset and dangerous investors want their
money back and are going to personally pay
him a visit.

Hoshi

Hoshi is an ex-military colonel turned karate
instructor for troubled youth. He is tall with
rock-solid muscles from head to toe, serious
brown eyes, and chestnut hair with a calm and
patient face. He trains and disciplines would-be
career criminals for an outreach youth service
in the city. Witnessing so much violence and
death during the war, a lot of them young men
from broken homes. Sent to their deaths by a
cold and corrupt corporate government
dictatorship, his disgust of the system, forced
him to turn his back on the armed services and
find a new calling. Leading him as a guide to the
young, offering these small and confused kids a
better start in life.

Isamu

The prankster and high school dropout, Isamu, is
of a medium muscular build with messy, sunbleached hair, mischievous emerald, green eyes,
and a sarcastic, witty demeanor. Sharing his older
brother's bachelor pad, he spends his days
smoking and selling weed, surfing with friends,
hooking up with girls, and strolling around town
with his faithful canine companion and beloved
family pet, Shib. As a child, his parents owned a
sideshow in a traveling carnival. Homeschooled
by his hippy mother, his older brother, sisters
and himself would spend most of their days
exploring new towns, making friends, and surfing
the many beaches on their travels.

Nao

Nao is a Ghost Walker, a spirit messenger, and a
detective of the underworld. He is a short, thin,
and strangely confident man with jet black hair,
hypnotic blue eyes, and a pale, almost sickly,
bony face. He moves in the shadows out of sight
collecting useful secrets from the dead to
manipulate the living. As a small boy, he was
abandoned by his mother and father in a
woodland cottage leaving him to be raised by a
sympathetic poltergeist. Determined to find his
parents, he navigates the spirit world searching
for clues, each time draining his life more and
more.

Tomohiro

Tomohiro often helps his great uncle Susumu in
his backyard engineering workshop. He's of
medium build and size for his age with a mess of
red scruffy hair, scuffed up clothes, and large,
curious yellow eyes. He spends much of his time
brainstorming and assisting in the construction
of usually unsuccessful inventions with his
eccentric uncle whilst seemingly convincing his
parents he is at school getting straight A's.
Tomohiro’s crush on a neighbor girl makes him
the target of a jealous neighborhood bully who
seeks to socially ostracize him, effectively pushing
him into an unusual understanding and
friendship with the wild cats living in his uncle’s
junk piles towering in the backyard

Yori

Yori is a college basketball player and adrenaline
junky. He is of medium height with an athletic
build, wavy black hair fringing over his
competitive hazel brown eyes, and classic
handsome features. In between studying and
working in his uncle's supermarket and thrillseeking with a wild gang of daredevil friends,
he practices basketball and captains his college
team. Since he was born, he has been full of
energy and unbridled enthusiasm. His father had
been a professional basketball player himself and
taught him the finer points and techniques of the
game. As he got older, he became aware of his
dad's drug use allegations and disgraced
dismissal from the league, leaving him ashamed,
angry, and determined to succeed.

Aki

Aki is a lady of the night and bait for wealthy
businessmen, corrupt politicians, and connected
celebrities. She is short and petite with a mop of
silky red hair, bright seductive pink eyes, and a
soft, elegant face. She spends her time in dingy,
smokey bars, luring targets to a bedroom, and
secretly filming the interactions for her boss,
Gingiro Daigo. He uses the footage to blackmail
her clients. Growing up in a large poor family, she
survived by finding ways to make money, usually
by hustling and stealing from people on the
streets. After a violent altercation with a
disgruntled client one night, she found herself in
a chance encounter with a mysterious, swordwielding assassin who offered her an opportunity
to take revenge on those who had destroyed her
father’s business and forced her family into
depravity and poverty.

Katashi

Katashi is an elite special agent employed by the
rebel army master, Ginjiro Daigo. He is of
medium height and build, with messy greyish
black hair, intense pink eyes glaring over the top
of his mask with an almost supernatural and
terrifying character. When he's not sneaking
around in the shadows, forcefully interrogating
and killing enemy soldiers, he is infiltrating enemy
compounds as a spy using his many disguises to
gather valuable Intel. As an orphan child, he was
selected for adoption by a mysterious cabal of
martial arts masters who trained him, along with
others, in various styles of combat and guided
meditation. After the betrayal of his previous
employer, General Rikuro Chino, he now seeks to
overthrow and destroy the current corrupt
military government regime.

Rikuto

Rikuto is an Astronaut and geologist employed by
the government to collect core samples from
asteroids in search of rare and valuable minerals.
Being of short and stocky build with a bowl of
shiny blue hair and bulging pink eyes magnified
by the thick lenses of his glasses. He analyses the
geological layout of asteroids, pinpointing the
safest and less hazardous landing zones to
collect surface samples and find rare and
powerful minerals for a top-secret government
agency. Strong armed by military and
government officials, he spends every waking
moment longing to hold his wife and play with his
children again while working hard to complete
his mission.

Arata

The genetically enhanced android, Arata, an
assassin for hire from his creator and master,
General Rokuro Chino. While being of average
size and build with solid brass hands, shins, and
feet, he has a menacing machine-like stare with a
programmed sarcastic demeanor. He is a
powerhouse of strength and speed that pulverizes his targets into mush and bone with his
massive metal fists. Although he is aware his
memories are not real when alone, he often
reminisces of helping his mother in the garden
while his father, General Rokuro Chino makes
furniture in the barn.

Havi

Havi is a retired professional motorcycle racer
turned vigilante and part-time father to his
disabled Son Haru. He is of medium build and
height with caramel blonde hair, green eyes, and
sharp attractive features. A crafty swordsman
and weapons enthusiast who spends most of his
days mastering the physics of battle. After the
abrupt ending to his riding career, he now shies
away from the spotlight preferring to live in the
country. His altercation with the Yakuza forced
him to retire and left his son paralyzed from the
waist down, leaving him deeply wounded and
consumed by pain and revenge.

Shenji

Shenji is an excommunicated priest who is a
vengeful and bitter manipulator deceiving sinners
into doing his dirty work in return for eternal life.
He is a tall thin man with snowy white hair, a pale
complexion, and handsome chiseled features. He
has the ability to harness the power of the light
and cast bolts of lightning from his fingertips. He
often drinks wine and psychologically tortures his
naive and unsuspecting victims. Obsessed with
his past, his sole objective is to infiltrate the
congregation that exiled him from the church
and reign terror on those who dared to cast him
out.

Daku

Daku is a fallen angel and unholy influencer of
injured souls. He is tall and muscular with blood
red hair, long thick sharp horns protruding from
his scalp, and hypnotic, unbridled fiery eyes.
Luring confused and damaged beings into
temptation by entering their subconscious minds
and calling fourth the shadows of their desires,
enticing them into committing sin and signing
their souls over to Satan. He was cast from
heaven for his lustful conduct with women he
seduced on earth. Holding extreme resentment,
rage, and hostility toward his older brother, Saito,
whose hand had forcibly removed him from the
heavenly realms banishing him to hell. He has
vowed to cut the wings from his brother and
transform him into a mortal man, so he may
torment his soul for eternity.

Saito

The angel Saito, judge, and executioner for the
Creator. A tall and solid being with shiny blonde
hair, serious amber eyes, and giant white wings
towering above. He harnesses the power of the
light and casts the corrupt from heaven into
purgatory to walk among man with the
opportunity of redemption or he banishes them
to hell for eternity depending on the severity of
their sins. From the beginning of the great
separation of divine beings, he had served the
Creator as a most loyal subject solidifying his
position as Judge. Scorned by his brother's
betrayal, he watched and waited for an
opportunity to cast Daku into hell. Left with his
emotional wounds by his once-beloved sibling,
he now has no tolerance for sin and strikes
vengeance with unforgiving fury putting his
judgment into question by the Creator.

SAYKUN
EDITION
Each one of these 100 profile pictures NFTs is
matched to one of the Catboy characters and
created by Catboy’s highly skilled graphic artist.
Saykun Edition holders gain exclusive access to
Catboy Token’s presale. Owning and holding
one or more of these NFT’s grant the holder
exclusive access to the Catboy Merchandise
store. Here the holder will get free t-shirts,
necklaces, and accessories sent to their home.
In addition to these benefits, holders of these
special Catboy NFT’s can participate in
exclusive contests via Twitter and Telegram,
having a higher chance to win. With Catboy’s
DAPP, owning the Saykun NFT comes with the
oppor-tunity to stake the holder’s picture to
earn Catboy Tokens and other tokens, at
varying APRs and APYs as rewards. Buying and
selling these NFTs will be easy for investors
with Catboy’s NFT marketplace. These Saykun
Editon NFTs will also have an open policy to
allow the NFTs to mutate and change during
Catboy’s future.

CHIBI
EDITION
These algorithmically-generated NFTs are
all hand-drawn, with a variety of traits.
Using the smart contract capabilities on
Binance Smart Chain, each layer is
assembled to create up to 5000 unique
NFTs that is one of a kind. Holders are
encouraged to make their own backstory
for these adorable NFT’s as these
adorable helpers to the Catboys, making
the investor’s collection complete and
unique.

TOKENOMICS
PROJECT NAME: Catboy
SYMBOL: $CatBoy
TOTAL SUPPLY: xxxxyyy
TRANSACTION FEE
There will be an 11% transaction fee on each
buy and sell of 11% that will be distributed as
follows:
Marketing: 6%
Liquidity Pool: 2%
Development/Staking Pool: 1%
Team: 2%
LIQUIDITY POOL AND AUTOMATIC LP
Catboy will have an initial percentage of the
initial allocation locked into a nominated liquidity
pool which will be public and verifiable on
BSCscan. In addition to the original allocation,
2% of each transaction fee contributes toward
automatically generating liquidity. Liquidity is the
measure that allows an investor to buy and sell a
token. Rug-pulls occur when a developer pulls
liquidity from the liquidity pool leaving investors
with a token they cannot sell or trade. Catboy will
provide a substantial amount of liquidity at
launch and additional liquidity will be added
automatically through transaction fees.
MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT
In order to promote the Catboy ecosystem, the
development and marketing wallet will receive
an initial token allocation of 15%. While each buy
and sell fee contributes automatically to the
marketing and development wallet. Catboy has
provided a healthy allocation to this wallet, as
the ecosystem will need to undergo extensive
growth to be a viable player on the market
globally. No project will be able to grow without a
substantial number of investors. In order to
achieve consistent growth of investors, Catboy
plans to partner with numerous influencers and
marketers meeting those needs.

BLOCKCHAIN
Catboy will harness the power of Binance Smart Chain
(BSC) and blockchain technology to provide our users
with distributed ledger technology and the security of
contracts that execute without a third party, or smart
contracts. The BSC offers an extremely large user
base because of their EVM compatibility and provides
the same smart contract capabilities as Ethereum
because they are an Ethereum-compatible blockchain. Despite being somewhat centralized, BSC
provides users with lightning-fast transaction speeds
and the ability to access tokens and products through
multiple wallets. The extremely low fees in comparison to Ethereum make the BSC an affordable
option for our investors and suitable for long-term
use for NFT gaming and staking.
SUPPORTED WALLETS
Minting Catboy NFT’s should be done from any wallet
that supports the BNB token. Metamask, Trust Wallet,
and Binance Chain Wallet are examples of such
wallets. NEVER SEND BNB FROM AN EXCHANGE.
DOING SO RESULTS IN A LOSS OF NFT’S
AUDIT
Smart Contracts and their developers are subject to
flaws and require auditing by third parties to ensure
accuracy and provide trust in their development.
Catboy is undergoing a Certik audit before the public
launch of the token. The Certik audit is the most
thorough and in-depth auditing platform that
specializes in an extensive analysis of solidity codes
and contracts to eliminate any security vulnerabilities
or exploits using the most rigorous and thorough
cybersecurity techniques. Catboy is committed to
openness, transparency, and values the trust of its
community of investors.

ROADMAP
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

New Website
New Logo
Contract Creation
Community
Building
New Whitepaper

Saykun NFT Presale
Launch our token on
Pancakeswap
NFT Chibies release on
Dapp
Trading Cards
(Mystery Box) Staking
Staking Platform
Release Marketplace

PHASE 3
Bigger Community
Partnerships
Exclusive Catboy Merchandise
Cat Donation
Exchange Listings
Certik Audit

LONGTERM
VISION

Play to Earn Game
CatBoy Deal Platform
Reduce Tax
Charity for solving world
problems

JOIN
CATBOY

